Strengthen Your Data Privacy Compliance in SAP Environments

Qlik Gold Client for Data Protection™
INTRODUCTION

Data Privacy laws have prompted enterprises globally to rethink their data management practices. Many have chosen Qlik Gold Client for Data Protection (formerly Attunity Gold Client for Data Protection) to streamline their compliance within SAP environments.

Data Privacy and Compliance Challenges for SAP

Modern privacy laws are giving citizens explicit control over how businesses worldwide use their personal data, also referred to as personally identifiable information (PII).

The definition of PII is also broadening with laws such as the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), and Lei Geral de Proteção de Dados (LGPD) applying to any data that can be linked to an identifiable person, such as an IP address, browser cookies, and more.

All around the world companies like yours have experienced challenges of operationalizing compliance with these laws, in particular when personal data resides in production SAP systems. How does your company respond to and implement right to erasure requests, e.g. GDPR Article 17 – the right to erasure (a.k.a. ‘the right to be forgotten’)? How does your company execute their data retention policies, e.g., GDPR Article 5 (1) (e) - the obligation for organizations to keep personal data not for longer than is necessary?

Qlik Gold Client for Data Protection

Qlik Gold Client for Data Protection empowers businesses like yours running SAP systems to achieve these goals. How? By enabling you to mask customer, employee, vendor, and partner PII across any production SAP application – and in an auditable process. Unlike other solutions, our Qlik Gold Client for Data Protection allows your SAP core team to flexibly define erasure policy and deletion timeframes, reliably and permanently mask production data, and deliver auditable erasure reports to compliance officers and security professionals.

Business Benefits

- Reduces time, effort, and cost to implement data protection laws such as GDPR data retention and right to erasure controls
- Increases business alignment between your compliance and IT organizations
- Reduces risk of non-compliance
- Streamlines SAP production systems audit and compliance reporting processes
- Automates procedures, reducing human error and minimizing risk
- Additional solution for non-production SAP environments
Helping you with your compliance

Qlik Gold Client for Data Protection assists compliance with these powerful features:

**Configurable erasure-policy rules**
Rules that define which records can have masking applied and delete source data based on that masking. For example “all inactive accounts that are over three years old”.

**Custom data masking instructions**
You choose how record field values are masked, with an extensible pre-built library of defined actions. For example, replacing social security numbers with “XXX-XX-XXXX.”

**User-defined “undo” period**
You can set the period after which data masking is irreversible.

**PII reporting**
Reporting to highlight your PII data that can be “marked for deletion” by matching records to your erasure policy criteria.

**Support for all SAP applications**
Including ERP, HR, CRM, SCM, SRM, GTS, and Business Suite on HANA.

**SAP change log protection**
The process of masking PII data in SAP transaction logs.

Our Qlik Gold Client for Data Protection solution can help you reduce the time, effort, and cost for your team to implement data retention controls in SAP production systems, optimize audit reporting processes and manage erasure requests. Increase business alignment between your compliance office and IT staff and reduce the risk of non-compliance with Qlik Gold Client for Data Protection.

Learn more about streamlining data privacy compliance with your **production SAP data** at qlik.com/us/products/qlik-gold-client-for-data-protection.
How will you address data privacy in your non-production SAP landscape?

PII is now governed by the GDPR and similar laws around the world but did you know this also includes non-production systems as well, which typically do not directly serve your customers?

We also have our core Qlik Gold Client solution, for non-production SAP data, which many enterprises like yours rely on today to simplify and streamline the management of their non-production SAP data. Administrators can securely select and copy small, current, and accurate data subsets from production SAP systems to non-production environments, accelerating and reducing the footprint of support, testing/QA, and development activities.

Qlik Gold Client enables you to anonymize PII as it’s exported to any non-production SAP environment. For added control, you can flexibly configure the deletion, blanking out, or scrambling of individual customer records or data fields before they are pushed to non-production SAP environments.

Learn more about streamlining data privacy compliance within your non-production SAP landscape at qlik.com/us/products/qlik-gold-client.